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Industry Comments

• We are in the “build it and they will come” mode rather than responding to specs...we are advancing the technology at a rate never seen at our own expense but we are doing so without standards or policy or direction.

• There is no defined road map...if the DoD Biometrics Community allowed us to see 5-10 years forward – then our R&D funds would be spent in a more focused manner.

• Even better would be for you to give us your issues – specific issues - and allow us to work towards a solution. We like to utilize our minds on creative solutions.

• RFI’s, RFP’s?
BTF APBI Mission

• provide Industry with updates on biometric programs and their status,
• provide the Biometrics Task Force with an opportunity to leverage the best ideas from Industry, and
• push the Industry to move their technology on a seamless path to a viable government solution.
Presentations

• Situational Awareness
  – Verbal presentations will be short and focused for the allotted 15 or 30 minute time periods.
  – Questions?
  – The APBI is meant to be the beginning of the dialogue between Industry and key biometric stakeholders.
Take Aways…

• Strategic and operational “cardinal” directions first; RFI’s/RFP’s follow

• “bid up” technology - Moore’s Law ~ 18-24 months; focuses on better and better technology

• Timelines/trendlines

• Points of Contact
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